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lead non-Catholics into the fullness 
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confidence in products that explain 
and defend the teachings of the 
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By purchasing directly from us, you support the ministry as a whole, including 
our ability to produce new products and pursue apostolic projects.

You are also buying from a name you can trust. All the products we carry are 
reviewed by our apologists to ensure they are faithful to the teachings of the 
Catholic Church.

Your purchases help make all this possible. Thank you for your patronage!
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New Releases

The Bible is a Catholic Book
by Jimmy Akin
Softcover, 181 pgs $13.95 $16.95 CB454
Bulk  (20 books) $60.00 BIBLEBULK
AUDIBLE  Audio Book 4 Hours   $9.95 
(Exclusively on Amazon and iTunes)

GREAT FOR PARISH DISTRIBUTION 
OR EVANGELIZING FRIENDS!

Many Protestants call themselves “Bible Christians”—in 
contrast with Catholics, who ignore the Bible because they 
have the Church instead.

Too many Catholics have taken this mistaken assumption for 
granted.

We don’t have to anymore, says Jimmy Akin (The Fathers Know Best, 
A Daily Defense). Instead, we should embrace Sacred Scripture—
not just as the revealed written word of God but as a thoroughly 
Catholic work, intimately connected with the Church from the 
earliest centuries.

In The Bible Is a Catholic Book, Jimmy shows how the Bible cannot 
exist apart from the Church. In its origins and its formulation, in the 
truths it contains, in its careful preservation over the centuries and 
in the prayerful study and elucidation of its mysteries, Scripture is 
inseparable from Catholicism. This is fitting, since both come from 
God for our salvation.

If you’re a Catholic who sometimes gets intimidated by the Bible 
(especially scriptural challenges from Protestants), The Bible Is a 
Catholic Book will help you better understand and take pride in this 
gift that God gave the world through the Church. We are the original 
“Bible Christians”! 

And even non-Catholics will appreciate the clear and charitable way 
that Jimmy explains how the early Church gave us the Bible—and 
how the Church to this day reveres and obeys it.

Why Catholic Bibles Are Bigger
Catholic bibles have seventy-three books, whereas 
Protestant bibles have sixty-six—plus an appendix with the 
strange title Apocrypha. In Why Catholic Bibles Are Bigger, Gary 
Michuta presents a revised and expanded version of his 
authoritative work on this key issue.
Why Catholic Bibles Are Bigger by Gary Michuta
CB431 Softcover, 384 pgs   $15.95 $19.95

Ignatius Catholic Study Bible
The only Catholic Study Bible based on the Revised 
Standard Version 2nd Catholic Edition, the Ignatius Catholic 
Study Bible New Testament brings together all of the books 
of the New Testament and the penetrating study tools 
developed by renowned Bible teachers Dr. Scott Hahn and 
Curtis Mitch.
New Testament by Scott Hahn and Curtis Mitch 
B0730   Softcover, 771 pgs   $21.95  $24.95

More Great Bible Resources

“Short, sweetly lucid, and deliciously insightful. Every Catholic 
should read this delightful, informative book about God’s book, 
the Bible. In this way, more Catholics will see the Bible for what 
it is—a Catholic book.” 

—Mark Brumley, Author of A Study Guide for Joseph Ratzinger’s 
Jesus of Nazareth and The Seven Deadly Sins of Apologetics.

How God Gave Us His Word
—through His Church

How God Gave Us His Word
—through His Church
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New Releases

How to Answer 50 Biblical Objections to 
Catholic Beliefs

Meeting the Protestant Challenge
by Karlo Broussard
CB455      Softcover, 288 pgs  $12.95  $15.95

Every Catholic has heard the challenge:

“How can you believe that? Don’t you know the Bible 
says…” 

It’s a challenge we have to meet. If we can’t reconcile apparent 
contradictions between Scripture and Catholic teaching, how 
can our own faith survive? And if we can’t help our Protestant 
brothers and sisters overcome their preconceptions about 
“unbiblical” Catholic doctrines and practices, how will they ever 
come to embrace the fullness of the Faith?

In Meeting the Protestant Challenge, Karlo Broussard gives you 
the knowledge and tools you need to answer fifty of the most 
common Bible-based objections to Catholicism.

How can the Mass be a sacrifice when the Bible says it’s just a 
memorial?

Why do Catholics stress good works when the Bible says we’re 
saved by faith?

Jesus said to call no man father, yet that’s what Catholics call their 
priests! How much clearer could it be?

For these challenges and many more, Karlo provides a step-
by-step plan for understanding the roots of the objection, 
breaking down the context and full meaning of the Scripture 
passages, anticipating follow-up arguments, and offering your 
own friendly counter-challenge to help Protestants begin to 
see how the Bible and Catholic teaching actually coexist in 
harmony.

Don’t get caught off guard! When the next biblical challenge 
comes, be ready to meet it with confidence.

What Lies Beyond
Death and judgment. Heaven and hell. They’re called 
the Last Things, but they should be the first things on 
our mind, for one way or another they represent the 
destiny of every human being. In this three-disc audio 
set What Lies Beyond, Karlo Broussard turns to the 
Bible, traditional Church teaching, and common-sense 
philosophy to shed light on life beyond this world.

What Lies Beyond by Karlo Broussard
CA211 3 Disc Set, 183 minutes $15.95 $19.95

Prepare the Way
Sharing the gospel with family and friends (or a 
stranger on the internet) can be challenging enough. 
When they won’t even hear you out because of all the 
mental roadblocks they’ve built up, it’s even harder. So 
Karlo gives you not just evidence and arguments but 
step-by-step strategies to help them overcome their 
obstacles and make a straight path for the Lord.

Prepare the Way by Karlo Broussard
CB435 Softcover, 361 pgs $13.95 $16.95
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Graphic Novels

The Big Picture
In the follow-up to the best-selling graphic novel The Truth Is Out 
There, Brendan and Erc embark on a brand-new adventure. 
With high-quality, full-color illustrations and a storyline that’s 
easy to follow, they come face to face with the drama and 
mystery of God’s plan for the salvation of the world.

The Big Picture by Amadeus
CB406 Softcover, 170 pgs $14.95 $17.95

The Truth Is Out There
The Truth Is Out There combines the visual excitement and 
quirky humor of graphic novels with solid popular philosophy 
and theology. The result is a book in which everyone from 
teens to adults can find accessible answers to questions about 
God, the soul, true happiness, and much more—and have fun 
doing it!

The Truth Is Out There by Amadeus
CB362 Softcover, 120 pgs $13.95 $15.95

by Amadeus
CB456      Softcover, 120 pgs    $14.95  $17.95

The Truth is Out There Series

The Saints Chronicles
The Saints Chronicles bring vividly to life the stories of courageous Christians from the earliest days of Christianity to modern times. 
All four volumes of this Graphic Novel Series are packed with engaging texts and dramatic images that captivate and inspire 
readers of all ages.

The Saints 
Chronicles (Vol. 1) 
B1073   120 pgs 
$12.95 $14.95

In this first 
volume, you’ll 
dive into the life 
of Christianity’s 
boldest heroes of 
the Faith.

The Saints 
Chronicles (Vol. 2) 
B1074   120 pgs 
$12.95 $14.95

In this second 
volume, you’ll 
meet St. Nicholas, 
St. Francis of 
Assisi, and 
others.

The Saints 
Chronicles (Vol. 3) 
B1075   120 pgs 
$12.95 $14.95

In this third 
volume, you’ll 
meet St. Anthony 
of Padua, St. Ava, 
and three more 
great saints.

The Saints 
Chronicles (Vol. 4) 
B1076   120 pgs 
$12.95 $14.95

In this fourth 
volume, you’ll 
read thrilling 
stories of more 
saintly men and 
women of faith.

Great Introduction to the lives of Saints!
“The graphic novel format is a great way to introduce teenagers to the saints. In this time where the is a trend to worship ‘heroes,’ I think 
this is the best way to inspire teenagers to find real role models that lead them to Christ.”  —Noemi

Everybody’s favorite Catholic outer-space delivery pilots return for their greatest adventure yet!

Fresh from saving the solar system while being introduced to God and his Church in The Truth Is Out There and defeating a lunar 
megalomaniac determined to rewrite salvation history in The Big Picture, Brendan and Erc land in a magnificent domed city on Mars—
for what is supposed to be a simple shuttle job. 

But soon they find themselves caught up in a sinister assault on faith and freedom. Will Mars be lost to the Enemy? Find out in  
The Weapons of War where Brendan and Erc’s only hope for the fight is in the power of God’s sacramental gifts.

BUY THE 3-VOLUME SERIES FOR ONLY $39.95!
Use Code: GRAPHICPACK2

HOT
DEAL
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Best Sellers

How to Prepare Kids to Face Today’s 
Tough Moral Issues
A generation ago, Christian parents didn’t have to worry about how to explain 
transgenderism to their nine-year-old or help their teenager deal with mockery at 
school for believing in traditional marriage.

But today, as our culture’s moral center continues to fly apart and with every form 
of deviance publicly aired and celebrated, we have no choice but to equip our kids to 
understand and to own the truth about such issues. 

It’s not easy, though—these are sensitive questions, and with the wrong approach we 
can harm our kids’ innocence even as we try to preserve it. In Made This Way: How to 
Prepare Kids to Face Today’s Tough Moral Issues, Leila Miller and Trent Horn give parents 
(guardians and teachers, too!) crucial tools and techniques to form children with the 
understanding they need—appropriate to their age and maturity level—to meet the 
world’s challenges.

Made This Way  by Leila Miller and Trent Horn
CA442  Softcover, 200 pgs  $13.95  $16.95
MADEBULK Case of 20 Books  $100.00

Our Reasons for Faith, Hope, and Love
MORE THAN 190,000 SOLD!

Why We’re Catholic assembles the clearest, friendliest, most helpful answers to give 
people and more. 

Wouldn’t it be great to have a book to give non-Catholic or ex-Catholic friends and 
family to explain exactly why we believe what we believe?

Why We’re Catholic is the groundbreaking resource by apologist Trent Horn—that one, 
general book you can hand to anyone as a starting point for helping them find their 
way into, or back to, the practice of the Catholic faith.

In a series of short, easy-to-read chapters, Trent covers the whole range of common 
topics, starting with why we believe in anything at all and answering all the common 
objections to the Catholic faith—both doctrinal and moral.

Why We’re Catholic by Trent Horn
CB423 Softcover, 256 pgs    $12.95 $14.95
WHYBULK Case of 20 Books $60.00
AUDIBLE Audio Book 5 Hours $9.95 (Exclusively on Amazon and iTunes)

Essential reading for parents, grandparents, teachers, and catechists
“I bought this book with high expectations because of the stellar reputation of both authors; the book 
exceeded those expectations. The main difficulty I see when these ‘hot button’ topics are discussed is 
that so many people don’t seem to realize that these haven’t always been hot button issues! These used 
to be topics for whom the ‘right’ answer was axiomatic. There is evidence right there of the massive and 
damaging cultural shift we have witnessed before our eyes. If you think it’s tough to navigate this upside 
down world as an adult, imagine what it’s like for a kid who is at school being indoctrinated by a secular 
culture whose values are 100% aligned against both the gospel and natural law. This book arms you to 
fight the battle with your wits about you. It’s invaluable.” —N. Motsch-DeMille
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Books

Finding the Real Jesus Among the 
Impostors
In Counterfeit Christs, Trent looks at eighteen phony versions of Jesus that we 
encounter today. Some are the creation of non-Christians: skeptics who dismiss Jesus 
as a fictional composite of ancient myths, secular humanists who think he was just a 
Nice Man, or adherents of other religions who claim him as a prophet or guru in their 
own tradition.

In all these examples and others, the authentic Jesus of Scripture and Tradition is 
obscured by a pale imitator, and so is the saving power of his wisdom and grace. 

Read Counterfeit Christs, then, and be able to recognize the fakes when you see them, 
explain why they’re phony, and make a case for the full truth and beauty of who Jesus 
is: the Christ, son of the living God (Matt. 16:16).

Counterfeit Christs by Trent Horn
CB450  Softcover, 220 pgs    $13.95  $16.95

A unique, valuable, and 
long-overdue resource for 
all Catholics as well as those 
inquiring about the Faith, 
Teaching with Authority will help 
deepen your understanding 
of what the Church teaches by 
showing you (maybe for the 
first time) how and why and 
where it does.

In Sunday Will Never Be the 
Same, Goldstein (The Thrill 
of the Chaste) recounts her 
spiritual journey in beautifully 
wrought detail, mixing 
powerful accounts of trauma, 
healing, and epiphany with 
funny and poignant anecdotes 
from inside the music scene. 

How to Cut Through Doctrinal Confusion & 
Understand What the Church Really Says

A Rock and Roll Journalist Opens
Her Ears to God

Teaching with Authority by Jimmy Akin
CB443 Softcover, 384 pgs    $17.95  $21.95

Sunday Will Never Be the Same  by Dawn Eden Goldstein
CB449 Softcover, 256 pgs   $13.95  $16.95

A great resource in knowing the REAL Jesus
“With all these confusing ‘leaders’ plus those who advocate contrary to the Church teaching and 
then call it Jesus’ way, this topic is timely with this master-crafted, and latest addition book from 
Trent Horn. A great resource to have within arm’s range.”  —J. Villarosa

I really enjoyed the book!
“In fact, I started reading right away, and couldn’t put it down! I’ve hardly ever 
done that.”  —J. Feekin
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Books

A Catholic Approach to Answering Bible 
Difficulties
Have you ever read something in the Bible that made you just scratch your head? Has 
a skeptic ever challenged you to defend a seemingly scandalous verse of Scripture?

You’re not alone. The Bible contains more than a few “hard sayings” (John 6:60): 
ancient idioms, apparent contradictions, myth-like events and figures, and passages 
that seem to be embarrassingly out of step with modern culture or science.

Trent examines dozens of the most confounding passages in Scripture and offers 
clear, reasonable, Catholic explanations to unlock their true meaning. He also provides 
basic principles for reading and interpreting Scripture that the wisdom of the Church 
has developed over the centuries.

Hard Sayings  by Trent Horn
CB408PB  Softcover, 437 pgs    $15.95  $19.95

Answering Twenty Centuries
of Anti-Catholic Myths
Steve Weidenkopf (The Glory of the Crusades) collects more than fifty of the most 
common and dangerous lies about Catholic history and, drawing on his experience as 
a historian and apologist, shows how to answer them simply and powerfully. Whether 
it’s claims about Catholicism’s supposedly pagan origins, old myths about Galileo or 
the Inquisition that never seem to go away, or more modern misconceptions that anti-
Catholics cynically exploit, The Real Story provides the desperately needed corrective.

Packed with research and diligent in pursuit of the truth, while never whitewashing or 
explaining away the Church’s past faults when they’re found, The Real Story of Catholic 
History is an essential resource for every Catholic’s bookshelf.

The Real Story of Catholic History by Steve Weidenkopf
CB429 Hardcover, 354 pgs     $19.95  $24.95

Hard Sayings
“It is a great tool to have when talking to doubting Protestants. And, some not so knowledgeable Catholics.” 
—R. Marion

Straightforward and clearly written
“A must for those who want to understand the true history of the Catholic Church and debunk the myths 
that are so pervasive and untrue about the Catholic Church.” 
—Online Customer
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Books

“There are other works, but Akin’s finely selected and categorized collection provides a far more accessible introduction to the early Christians.” 
— Marcus Grodi, President of The Coming Home Network and host of EWTN’s The Journey Home

365 Days (Plus One) to Becoming a 
Better Apologist
Do you want to learn how to defend and explain…

• The existence of God…
• The reliability of the Bible…
• The Real Presence of Christ in the Eucharist…
• The authority of the pope and the Church…
• and scores of other truths that we Catholics believe— but you don’t have 

a lot of time?

Don’t worry. Jimmy Akin has done the hard work for you.

All you need is five minutes a day!

Whatever your day is like, spending just a few minutes in these pages is 
guaranteed to equip you with the knowledge and skills you need to defend 
the Catholic faith.

A Daily Defense by Jimmy Akin
CB417 Softcover, 390 pgs     $18.95  $22.95

Your Essential Guide to the Teachings 
of the Early Church
The Fathers Know Best: Your Essential Guide to the Teachings of the Early Church is 
a unique resource that introduces you to the teachings of the first Christians in 
a way no other work can. It is specially designed to make it easy for you to find 
the information you want and need.

This groundbreaking work presents the teachings of the early Christians in 
a way unlike any other book. It flings open the doors of the crucial but little-
known age covering the birth of Christianity and the triumphant march of the 
gospel throughout the ancient world.

The Fathers Know Best by Jimmy Akin
CB344 Softcover, 452 pgs    $21.95  $26.95

Must Buy!!!
“If the early Church fathers can’t convince anyone of the truth of the early Church practices, I 
don’t know what could! If you don’t want to become Catholic, don’t read this book! It’s packed 
full of quotes, explanations of councils, and so much more. It will be in my collection forever, 
unless I loan it out to everyone because it’s so informative.”  —Amanda S.
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Books

Answering Atheism
Trent Horn combines a thorough refutation of atheist 
claims with a skillfully constructed case for theism based 
on reason and common sense. Just as important, he 
advocates a charitable approach that respects atheists’ 
sincerity and good will—making this book suitable not just 
for believers but for skeptics and seekers too.
Answering Atheism by Trent Horn
CB368    Softcover, 336 pgs $14.95  $17.95

Pure Faith: A Prayer Book for Teens
With this guide in hand, your teen will know how to 
pray simply and effectively—how to draw closer to God 
through prayer—and how to use prayer to meet and 
overcome the challenges he or she faces.
Pure Faith by Jason Evert
CB322 Hardcover, 162 pgs    $10.95  $13.95

The Protestant’s Dilemma
Devin Rose shows with solid evidence, compelling 
reason, and gentle humor how the major tenets of 
Protestantism—if honestly pursued to their furthest 
extent—wind up in dead ends of absurdity. The only 
escape? Catholic truth, which Rose patiently unpacks.
The Protestant’s Dilemma by Devin Rose
CB370 Softcover, 224 pgs $13.95  $16.95

Persuasive Pro-Life
Drawing on more than a decade as a pro-life organizer, 
Trent Horn demonstrates—with vivid personal examples 
from his years of campus activism—the importance of 
being charitable in all abortion debates, no matter how 
strident the other side might be. 
Persuasive Pro-Life by Trent Horn
CB380 Softcover, 336 pgs    $12.95  $16.95
PROBULK Case of 20 books   $100.00

The Glory of the Crusades
Drawing on the latest and most authentic medieval 
scholarship, historian Steve Weidenkopf presents a 
compelling case for understanding the Crusades as they 
were when they happened: “armed pilgrimages” driven by 
a holy zeal to recover conquered Christian lands. 
The Glory of the Crusades by Steve Weidenkopf
CB379PB    Softcover, 285 pgs  $17.95 $21.95

The Essential Catholic Survival Guide
The Essential Catholic Survival Guide gives you clear, concise, 
and convincing answers to nearly every question about 
the Faith. Whether you’re asked about papal infallibility, 
the institution of the Mass, or the reasoning behind the 
Church’s stance on birth control, you’ll find the answers in 
this book.
The Essential Catholic Survival Guide by Catholic Answers
CB297 Softcover, 533 pgs $21.95  $26.95 

Behold Your Mother
Tim Staples takes you through the Church’s teachings 
about the Blessed Virgin Mary, showing their firm 
scriptural and historical roots and dismantling the 
objections of those who mistakenly believe that Mary 
competes for the attention due Christ alone.
Behold Your Mother by Tim Staples
CB378PB Softcover, 352 pgs $18.95  $22.95

Demons, Deliverance, and Discernment
Fr. Mike Driscoll draws on his experience as a priest and 
counselor, and on his research with exorcists, to clear up 
many popular misconceptions about demons and the 
spirit world and offers sound information and pastoral 
advice rooted in Catholic tradition.
Demons, Deliverance, and Discernment by Fr. Mike Driscoll
CB388 Softcover, 199 pgs $13.95 $16.95

All in the Name
A faith-strengthener for Catholics and an intriguing 
challenge to those who reject the Trinity, All in the Name 
is at once an inspiring human story of conversion and a 
powerful apologetic for orthodox belief on God, Jesus, and 
salvation.
All in the Name by Mark McNeil
CB445 Softcover, 200 pgs $13.95  $16.95

Inseparable
As the Church and the world remember the fiftieth 
anniversary of Humanae Vitae, Catholic Answers Press 
presents an important new multi-contributor exposition 
of that prophetic encyclical—Inseparable: Five Perspectives 
on Sex, Life, and Love in Defense of Humanae Vitae.
Inseparable by Catholic Answers Press
CB441 Softcover, 201 pgs    $12.95  $15.95

Just Whatever
Sharing the Faith used to make some people mad 
because it challenged and clashed with their own strong 
beliefs. Today it makes a lot of people yawn—because 
they don’t have strong beliefs about anything. In Just 
Whatever, Matt takes down the building blocks of religious 
indifference one by one and offers a compelling vision of 
a world in which it matters.
Just Whatever by Matt Nelson
CB437    Softcover, 208 pgs $13.95  $15.95

What the Saints Never Said
In What the Saints Never Said, apologist Trent Horn takes 
more than forty well-known but dubious sayings and 
attempts to track them to their true source. In their place 
he offers choice selections from the richness of authentic 
quotes from Scripture, saints, and scholars that will draw 
you closer to that truth.
What the Saints Never Said by Trent Horn
CB436 Softcover, 176 pgs $12.95  $15.95 
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More Favorites

Particles of Faith: A Catholic Guide to 
Navigating Science
How can Catholics explain what the Church 
teaches about the relationship between science 
and faith? Scientist, writer, and scholar Stacy 
Trasancos gives us ways we can talk about how 
science and our Catholic faith work together to 
reveal the truth of Christ through the beauty of 
his creation.  
Particles of Faith by Stacy A. Trasancos
B1007 Softcover, 192 pgs $13.95 $15.95

Salvation: What Every Catholic Should 
Know
Salvation: What Every Catholic Should Know is 
deeply spiritual, and at its core is the salvific 
message that God is love, and his love is one of 
transformation and redemption.
Salvation: What Every Catholic Should Know 
by Michael Patrick Barber
B1093 Softcover, 208 pgs $14.95  $16.95

The Day Is Now Far Spent
In this powerful book by the acclaimed spiritual 
leader and best-selling writer, one he calls his 
“most important,” he analyzes the profound 
spiritual, moral and political crisis in the 
contemporary world.  He says that he “considers 
that the decadence of our time has all the faces of 
mortal peril.”
The Day Is Now Far Spent by Cardinal Robert Sarah and 
Nicolas Diat
B1092 Softcover, 385 pgs $17.95  $19.95

Villians of the Early Church: And How 
They Made Us Better Christians
The early Church faced its share of villains—
persecutors like Nero and Julian, heretics like 
Marcion and Arius. And what good were they? 
Plenty, say the Church Fathers. The threat of 
persecution made Christians strong and bold.
Villians of the Early Church by Mike Aquilina
B1091 Hardcover, 192 pgs $19.95  $22.95

Particles of Faith (Student Edition)
Ask young Catholics why they are walking away 
from the Church and one of the main reasons 
is usually a perceived conflict between science 
and Christianity. The student edition of Particles 
of Faith: A Catholic Guide to Navigating Science aims 
to help Catholic high school students find real 
answers to real questions about the interaction 
of science and faith.
Particles of Faith Student Edition by Stacy A. Trasancos
B1089 Softcover, 256 pgs $15.95 $17.95

The Anti-Mary Exposed
In the late ’60s, a small group of elite American 
women convinced an overwhelming majority 
of the country that destroying the most 
fundamental of relationships—that of mother 
and child—was necessary for women to have 
productive and happy lives.
The Anti-Mary Exposed by Carrie Gress
B1081 Softcover, 228 pgs $24.95  $27.95

Timeless: A History of the Catholic 
Church
In this easy-to-read, not-your-average history 
book, Steve Weidenkopf introduces you to the 
vivid, dynamic story of God’s work in the world 
since Pentecost. Along the way, you will meet the 
weird, wonderful, and always fascinating heroes 
and villains of the Catholic family tree.
Timeless: A History of the Catholic Church
by Steve Weidenkopf
B1056 Softcover, 512 pgs $17.95  $19.95

An Exorcist Explains the Demonic
From Fr. Gabriele Amorth, the renowned exorcist 
in Rome, comes this powerful, eye-opening 
book on the deadly antics of Satan and his 
fallen angels, as well as spiritual remedies for 
each. The book provides a basic orientation in 
the dark phenomenology, succinctly explaining 
Catholic doctrine on the fallen angels and the 
innumerable manifestations.
An Exorcist Explains the Demonic by Fr. Gabriele 
Amorth
B0984 Softcover, 145 pgs $12.95  $14.95
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20 Answers

The 20 Answers series from Catholic Answers offers concise 
information on the most important topics facing the Church 
and the world. Now available in a complete set of 38 books, 
topic-related packs, and individually.

Hard Facts. Powerful Arguments. Clear Explanations.

1 .....................$3.95 each
5 .................... $3.25 each
10  ................. $3.00 each
25  ................. $2.50 each
50  ................. $2.25 each
100  .............. $1.00 each

Series Samplers

Abortion .......................................... CB374
Angels and Demons ....................... CB412
Apparitions & Revelations............. CB426
Atheism ........................................... CB373
Bible Difficulties ............................. CB440
Bible Prophecy ............................... CB433
Bioethics .......................................... CB438
Conversion ...................................... CB451
Death & Judgment ......................... CB414
Divorce and Remarriage ............... CB413
End Of Life Issues ........................... CB375
Faith & Science ............................... CB376

God .................................................. CB403
Homosexuality ...............................CB432
Islam ................................................ CB391
Jehovah’s Witnesses.......................CB392
Judaism ............................................ CB439
Marriage & Sex ...............................CB448
Mary ................................................. CB404
Miracles ........................................... CB419
Mormonism .................................... CB394
Protestantism ................................. CB452
Salvation .......................................... CB405
Scripture And Tradition .................CB393

The Bible ......................................... CB420
The Church ..................................... CB424
The Early Church ............................ CB447
The Eucharist .................................. CB402
The New Testament ....................... CB453
The Old Testament ........................ CB446
The Papacy ...................................... CB395
The Real Jesus ................................. CB377
The Reformation ............................ CB434
The Sacraments ............................. CB421
Witchcraft & The Occult ................ CB425

Bible Pack ................................... 20ANSBIB (5 Pack $9.95)
Faith Basics Pack ....................... 20ANSFB  (10 Pack $19.95)
Morality Pack ............................. 20ANSMOR  (5 Pack $9.95)
Non-Catholic Groups Pack ....... 20ANSNON  (5 Pack $9.95)
Supernatural Pack..................... 20ANSSUP (5 Pack $9.95)
Student Pack .............................. STUDENT20  (10 Pack $19.95)

Buy Bulk & Save

Popular Packs
20 Answers Bulk Sampler ........ BULK20
(10 each of all titles $380.00)

20 Answers Series Sampler ..... SAMP20
(1 of each title $45.95)

BEST BUY FOR ANY CATHOLIC
“A simple, easy read that can put any Catholic 
in a ready position to defend the Faith.”
—C. Williams

IT’S GREAT!
“I love these easy to read books.”
—J. Agresta

Great Resources for Parish, Ministry, and Group Distribution

CB457 CB458 CB459
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Audio/Video

Following the Evidence
In Following the Evidence, Trent recounts how 
God’s grace put in his path Christians who 
helped him break through his stubborn bias 
against religion, leading to his profession of faith 
in Jesus Christ. And then, how like a detective 
he meticulously examined the reasons for and 
against Catholicism—tracing them step by step 
until he saw no alternative to full communion 
with Christ’s Church.
Following the Evidence by Trent Horn
CA213 2 CDs, 103 minutes $12.95  $15.95

What Lies Beyond
Death and judgment. Heaven and hell. They’re 
called the Last Things, but they should be the first 
things on our mind, for one way or another they 
represent the destiny of every human being. In 
this three-disc audio set What Lies Beyond, Karlo 
Broussard turns to the Bible, traditional Church 
teaching, and common-sense philosophy to shed 
light on life beyond this world.
What Lies Beyond by Karlo Broussard
CA211 3 CDs, 90 minutes $15.95  $19.95

How to Win Any Abortion Debate
Abortion is being debated on-air, online, and 
in person more than ever before, and in this 
in-depth talk Trent Horn prepares you to face the 
most common arguments in the abortion debate. 
Drawing on his years of experience as a pro-life 
apologist and debater, Trent gives you a practical 
roadmap for how to make every conversation an 
opportunity not just to win an argument but to 
win people over to the Gospel of Life.
How to Win Any Abortion Debate by Trent Horn
CAETT01 Digital MP3 $0.99  $1.99

The Great Disappointment
Understanding the False Doctrines and Failed 
Prophecies of Seventh-day Adventism
In The Great Disappointment—named after the 
failed eighteenth-century prophecies of Christ’s 
return that sparked the Adventist movement—
Tim Staples takes a deep dive into Seventh-day 
Adventism history and theology, giving you a 
thorough understanding of its key beliefs and 
how they stack up to Catholic truths. 
The Great Disappointment by Tim Staples
CA214 4 CDs, 239 minutes $15.95  $19.95

Ghosts, Antichrists, Lost Tribes
These subjects have fascinated people for 
centuries, and the Bible has a surprising amount 
to say about each of them. Jimmy Akin has spent 
years studying the mysterious, and in this set 
he shares the results of his studies with you. He 
and Catholic Answers Live host Cy Kellett look at 
three enigmas that everyone wonders about, 
discussing questions such as: Do ghosts exist?
Ghosts, Antichrists, Lost Tribes by Jimmy Akin & Cy Kellett
CA212 3 CDs, 90 minutes $15.95  $19.95

Akin vs. Gregg
Catholic apologist Jimmy Akin sits down with 
Evangelical author Steve Gregg in a friendly but 
lively five-round debate over many of the issues 
that separate Protestants and Catholics. Jimmy 
and Steve find areas of agreement, too, in hope 
of building the Christian unity for which Jesus 
prayed.
Akin vs Gregg by Jimmy Akin and Steve Gregg
CA210 5 CDs, 150 minutes $19.95  $24.95

A Catholic Guide to LGBT+
You may have heard of the acronym LGBT, but 
did you know the full acronym (LGBTQQIP2SAA) 
includes things like pan-sexuality, gender fluidity, 
and intersex?  In A Catholic Guide to LGBT+ you’ll 
learn about the nearly dozen terms that fall 
under this acronym, how to answer arguments 
opposed to the Catholic view of sex and 
marriage, and how to compassionately witness 
to people regardless of their sexual identity.
A Catholic Guide to LGBT+ by Trent Horn
CAETT02 Digital MP3 $0.99  $1.99

The Very First Fathers
In The Very First Fathers, Jimmy Akin (author of the 
best-selling book The Fathers Know Best) takes you 
on a tour of the earliest Christian writings outside 
the New Testament. From the most famous 
figures and most notable works to those lesser-
known but no less important, this pivotal time in 
the development of the early Church is revealed 
in fascinating detail.
The Very First Fathers by Jimmy Akin
CA209 3 CDs, 143 minutes $15.95 $19.95
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Audio/Video

God’s Perfect Plan: Purgatory and 
Indulgences Explained
Tim Staples takes on two of the most controversial and 
misunderstood teachings of the Church and shows you 
exactly where to turn in Scripture for the evidence you 
need to defend them. 
God’s Perfect Plan: Purgatory and Indulgences Explained 
by Tim Staples
CA164    5 CDs, 300 min $19.95  $24.95

The Real Story of the Inquisition
Historian Steve Weidenkopf debunks common Inquisition 
myths invented during the Reformation and used to this 
day by any group with a grievance against the Church. 
Don’t let these lies pass without an answer: Listen to 
The Real Story of the Inquisition today and learn to set the 
record straight.
The Real Story of the Inquisition by Steve Weidenkopf
CA192    2 CDs, 90 min $13.95  $15.95

The Real Story of the Reformation 
If you have ever been challenged to defend bad popes, 
the sale of indulgences, or any other alleged Catholic 
corruption that the Reformers supposedly abolished, 
listen to The Real Story of the Reformation and get the 
knowledge you need to respond.
The Real Story of the Reformation by Steve Weidenkopf
CA195    2 CDs, 80 min $13.95 $15.95

The Case Against Contraception
Is the Church wrong on contraception? In a world that 
practically worships the pursuit of sexual pleasure, the 
Catholic Church’s teaching on contraception can seem 
unintelligible. Critics say it is outdated, harmful, and 
theologically unfounded, and even faithful Catholics can 
have difficulty explaining this moral teaching.
The Case Against Contraception by Trent Horn
CV052    DVD, 60 min $15.95  $19.95

Why Be Catholic?
Tim Staples offers an engaging answer to the question: 
“Why be Catholic?” He begins with the reasons for 
believing in the existence of God, systematically guiding 
his listeners along the path to Christianity and ending with 
the case for Catholicism.
Why Be Catholic? by Tim Staples
CV021      1 DVD, 90 min $15.95  $19.95

Defending Your Faith
In this must-see DVD, Tim Staples presents some of the 
most common challenges to Catholicism and gives you 
solid, biblically based answers that you can use to refute 
them.
Defending Your Faith by Tim Staples
CV023   1 DVD, 60 min $15.95  $19.95

Living Bread
Tim Staples provides the definitive answer to all those 
who doubt Christ’s real presence in the Eucharist. This 
four-part presentation breaks down the common objec-
tions to the Catholic doctrine and builds a powerful case 
from Scripture as well as the teaching and practices of the 
early Christians.  
Living Bread by Tim Staples 
CA198    4 CDs, 212 min $15.95   $19.95

From Creation to Catholicism
Are you able to explain to others the “big picture” of 
the Catholic faith? Not just this teaching or that but the 
whole story from beginning to end? In From Creation to 
Catholicism, Patrick Coffin and Trent Horn show you how 
to do it, presenting the grand arc of salvation history in an 
enjoyable and accessible three-CD set. 
From Creation to Catholicism by Trent Horn and Patrick Coffin
CA197    3 CDs, 188 min $15.95  $19.95

The Real Story of the Crusades
Historian Steve Weidenkopf replaces the prevailing anti-
Catholic narrative with a factual account of Christendom’s 
struggle to liberate and defend the Holy Land. In the 
process he cuts through common lies, myths, and 
exaggerations.
The Real Story of the Crusades by Steve Weidenkopf
CA190    2 CDs, 111 min $13.95  $15.95

Understanding Revelation
The book of Revelation is the most mysterious book of the 
New Testament. In Understanding Revelation: Decoding 
the Bible’s Most Mysterious Book, Jimmy Akin unlocks 
the secrets of Revelation so that anyone can understand 
them.
Understanding Revelation by Jimmy Akin
CV043   1 DVD, 90 min  $15.95  $19.95

The 3 Secrets to Sharing the Faith
Want to tell others about your Catholic faith but don’t 
know where to start? Catholic Answers apologist Trent 
Horn draws on his long experience dialoguing about 
religion and life issues to identify for you the most 
important steps to initiating such discussions—and 
making them fruitful. 
The 3 Secrets to Sharing the Faith by Trent Horn
CV040    1 DVD, 52 min $17.95  $21.95

The Protestant Revolution
In this film written and narrated by Trent Horn, you will be 
introduced to Martin Luther and the events that shaped 
his thinking and led him to “protest” against his Catholic 
faith. The film investigates common myths about the 
Reformation and the key ideas Luther espoused. 
The Protestant Revolution by Trent Horn
CV048    1 DVD, 60 min $17.95  $21.95
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You’ll find easy-to-understand critiques of non-Catholic 
positions, exchanges between Catholics and non-Catholics on 
key religious issues, and personal conversion stories.

Catholic Answers Magazine.com

Special Fall/Winter Price: $34.95 ($5.00 off regular price)
6 Issues / 1 Yr. includes digital edition (a $19.95 value)

Catholic Answers Magazine

Catholic Answers Magazine helps 
build your Faith—and your ability 
to defend it. You’ll get:
• Clear explanations of Catholic 

beliefs
• Easy-to-understand answers to 

anti-Catholic arguments
• Conversations with non-Catholics 

on key religious issues
• Inspirational conversion stories
• The popular “Quick Questions” 

where our apologists answer fresh 
queries about the Faith

SUBSCRIBE!SUBSCRIBE!

YOUR COFFEE TABLE
IS WAITING...

YOUR COFFEE TABLE
IS WAITING...

Don’t miss another issue—subscribe now!



PO Box 199000
San Diego, CA 92159

catholic.com

Product
Catalog!

shop.catholic.com

Look inside to check out our new and best-selling titles. Discounts available for a limited time. 

“Always be prepared to make a defense to any one who calls you 
to account for the hope that is in you, yet do it with gentleness and 
reverence.” —1 Peter 3:15
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